In Brief Chakrabortty et al. show that a computational model for dynamic selforganization of cortical microtubules on experimentally extracted cell shapes provides a plausible molecular mechanism for division plane orientation in the first four divisions of early stage A. thaliana embryos, in WT as well as two developmental mutants bodenlos and clasp.
INTRODUCTION
Plant cell division patterns show striking regularities. A prime example is the early-stage embryo in Arabidopsis [1] [2] [3] , which starting from the single-cell stage undergoes a few rounds of remarkably robust and geometrically precise internal divisions, setting the stage for further development through differentiation and growth. For already more than a century, these regularities have spurred the formulation of heuristic geometric rules for oriented cell divisions. These rules relate the selection of division planes, e.g., to the principal direction of growth, geometric relations to existing cell walls and the nucleus, or minimum cell surface energy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . With the advent of modern cell biology, however, division plane orientation in plants has been connected with the orientation of the ordered ensemble of microtubules (MTs) associated with the plasma membrane, the cortical microtubule array (CMA) [10, 11] . Shortly before cell division, the cortical MTs, while keeping their net orientation, become spatially restricted to a plane that is closely associated with the nucleus, forming the so-called pre-prophase band (PPB). The orientation of the PPB and, by extension, that of the CMA is an indicator of cell division orientation [12, 13] . Some variability between PPB and cell plate orientation may occur (e.g., [14] ), and recent evidence suggests that the PPB is not strictly required for division plane orientation [15] , but nevertheless the link of cell division plane to CMA orientation is maintained. The question of how the CMA is organized is therefore of prime importance to understanding division plane orientation.
Here, we address this question in the early Arabidopsis embryo. Apart from the intrinsic biological interest of the tissueseparating (''formative'') cell divisions that occur in this system, it provides a unique, well-defined, and yet highly non-trivial ''laboratory'' for studying the interplay between the molecular mechanisms driving CMA organization and the developmental context. This holds a fortiori, as previous analysis of Arabidopsis embryogenesis surprisingly shows that auxin-insensitive embryos misexpressing the bodenlos (bdl) protein do divide consistent with proposed geometric rules, whereas wild-type (WT) divisions seem to require additional control [1] , possibly through auxin-mediated CMA regulation. This indicates the need to elucidate to what extent the geometrical rules are in fact consistent with concrete molecular mechanisms.
There is a broad consensus that orientational ordering in the CMA is the collective outcome of the local effects of ''collisions'' between MTs driven by their dynamical instability mechanism [16] . Moreover, there is evidence gleaned from root epidermis cells that specific geometric features, such as sharps edges between relatively flat cell faces, can influence the orientation of the CMA by effectively blocking the passage of MTs from one cell face to the other and that this effect is possibly modulated by microtubule-associated protein (MAP) CLASP [17] . However, we as yet lack a full understanding of how cell shape in general impacts CMA organization. This is especially salient in the early Arabidopsis embryo, which, in its first 4 division cycles, displays a gamut of cell shapes, ranging from almost spherical to halves of spherical wedges with a sharp opening angle. Recently, tensile stress has also been shown to influence CMA orientation [18] , leading to the proposal of a new general rule for division (B) Sequential imaging of cortical MTs and the SR2200 membrane stain allows for extraction of cell shapes for separate embryonic cells. Projection of cortical MT signal on extracted cell shapes shows orientation of CMA that predicts the orientation of PPB (7 cells were analyzed; note that the images are taken from different cells in the same embryo, not from live imaging the same cell over time).
(legend continued on next page) plane orientation along the direction of maximal wall tension [14] . However, to date, the molecular mechanism by which MTs ''sense'' the direction of wall tension remains elusive, although the activity of the MT-severing protein katanin appears to be implicated [19] . Finally, as cortical MTs co-align with cellulose microfibrils, growing cells exhibit a complex interplay between CMA orientation, the deposition of microfibrils in the cell wall, and growth [20, 21] , so that growth by itself could influence division plane orientation, potentially underpinning one of the phenomenological rules [22] .
Here, we utilize a recently developed computational framework that simulates the dynamics of MT ordering on realistic cell shapes [23] . We specifically focused on the impact of shape in a geometrical sense, including the described edge effects, on the collective dynamics of MTs that lead a global orientation of the CMA. This provides a clearly defined default model to which other effects may be added incrementally. As it is at present infeasible to directly measure or predict stress patterns in the embryo, and in the absence of a concrete molecular mechanism to implement the feedback of tension on MT dynamics, we parsimoniously chose to disregard these effects at this stage. Finally, as only a very limited amount of volumetric growth occurs during the considered embryonic developmental phase, potential growth-related effects were also ignored.
Combining our in silico results with high-resolution visualization of both cell outline and cortical MTs in WT Arabidopsis embryos and selected mutants enabled us to show that hitherto unanticipated constraints due to cell shape alone, in combination with cell edge-catastrophe protection and auxin-mediated MT stability, can already provide a sufficient explanation for cell division patterns in 1-to 16-cell stage embryos. Thus, our minimal MT-based molecular statistical mechanism correctly predicts division plane orientations, recapitulates many of the proposed geometric rules, and establishes a basis for specific experimental validations and the incorporation of additional mechanisms when necessary in the future.
RESULTS
First Principle-Based MT Modeling on Realistic Cell Shapes Our approach for understanding rules of cell division in cells that undergo formative cell divisions was to model cortical MT dynamics during the first four division cycles in the Arabidopsis embryo proper, which have been documented in detail [1, [24] [25] [26] . These characteristic divisions lead to the formation of inner and outer tissue layers ( Figure 1A , left). Our starting assumption was that embryonic cells, like most cell types previously considered, have a regular CMA orientation that predicts the orientation of cell division. To test this assumption, we utilized an optimized imaging methodology for high-resolution 3D imaging of the CMA, which preserves MT orientation throughout the different stages of Arabidopsis embryogenesis [27] . We expressed TUA6-GFP from the embryo-specific WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX 2 (WOX2) promoter. Maximum projections of high-resolution z stacks reveal the overall topology of the MT array, including the CMA, for embryos from the 1-cell stage to globular stage ( Figure 1A, right) . Cell segmentation allowed the extraction of individual cell surfaces for the different embryonic cells. Analysis of cortical MT signals projected on these extracted cell surfaces shows the ordered orientation of CMA on individual cells. The CMAs collapse to form PPB structures [28] , and we found this to likely also be the case in embryos (Figure 1B) , thus correctly predicting future division plane orientation ( Figure 1C ). Our observations validated the early embryo as a suitable model system to investigate how cortical MT ordering is established in cells with varying geometries.
To enable the exploration of a number of factors that, given observations in other cell types, are likely to govern CMA orientation in the early embryo, we designed a computational framework to simulate the key properties of MT dynamics on arbitrary shaped cellular surfaces. CMAs in animal cells have been shown to be sensitive to cell shape [29] . Therefore, we used the actual embryonic cell shapes obtained by segmenting high-resolution confocal images of fluorescently stained Arabidopsis embryos to extract cell surfaces, approximated through fine-grained triangulation ( Figure 2A ). To simulate MT dynamics on individual planar triangles, we adapted a previously developed eventdriven algorithm [31, 32] that implements all key MT properties with biophysical significance, such as nucleation and dynamic instability [33] . In the latter mechanism, MTs alternate between states of steady growth or shrinkage, stochastically switching between these states at constant rates in events termed catastrophes and rescues, respectively. We also encoded three possible results from MT-MT collisions that have been observed [16] , zippering, in which an impinging growing MT bends and continues growing along an obstructing MT; crossover, in which an impinging MT simply passes over an obstructing MT; and induced-catastrophe, in which the impinging MT switches to a shrinking state and retreats from the obstructing MT ( Figure 2B ). Additional factors are known to influence MT dynamics, most notably directional nucleation from existing MTs [34] and severing by katanin [19, 35] . At present, however, data are lacking to what extent these factors play a role in the early embryo. Also, previous modeling work has shown that these additional effects mainly modify the range of parameters for which ordered arrays develop spontaneously but have less impact on the nature of the ordered state per se [35] [36] [37] . They are therefore not expected to influence the results we present here, which involve the effect cell geometry and other developmental factors has on the global orientation of an otherwise spontaneously aligned MT array. For simplicity's sake, we therefore choose to omit these features at this stage but stress that they are all implemented in our simulation framework [35, 36] . Likewise, MTs that are nucleated in the bulk cytosol but become entrained to the cortex by binding to the cell membrane (see, e.g., [38] ) (legend continued on next page) effectively only increase the nucleation rate. Parsimony therefore led us to omit these features here. The simulations on individual triangles are linked together by ensuring that the trajectories of MTs crossing from a triangle to a neighboring one are propagated in a manner consistent with the 3D geometry of the cell surface, as illustrated in Figure 2D . The technical details of our simulation procedure, its validation against known results, and illustrative background results on the interplay between geometry and CMA organization on simple shapes are more fully explained in a recently published method paper [23] .
Earlier work has shown that all parameters of individual MT behavior, excluding collision parameters, can be absorbed in a single dimensionless control parameter (G) that controls the frequency of MT interactions [37, 39] ,
where v + , v À , and v tm are the growth, shrinkage, and minus-end treadmilling speeds of the MTs, r c and r r the catastrophe-and rescue rates, and r n the rate of MT nucleations per unit of cell surface area. By convention, the sign of G is chosen such that G < 0 when the MTs are in the biologically relevant bounded growth regime. If G increases beyond a threshold value, the interacting cortical MTs will spontaneously form an ordered array. G can be increased (i.e., brought closer to 0) in several ways. For example, the higher nucleation rate r n , the more MTs are present, which increases the frequency of collisions in the cortex. Likewise, decreasing the catastrophe rate r c makes the MTs longer on average, which makes them more likely to interact through collisions. As the value of G can be freely chosen on each triangle, we are able to modulate MT behavior on selected areas of the cell surface, corresponding to biologically controlled effects, e.g., developmentally distinct cell faces and/or highly curved edge regions between cell faces.
To read out the order of the steady-state CMA, we employed a tensorial order parameter Q (2) (for details of its definition, see [23] ), whose absolutely smallest eigenvalue Q (2) characterizes the degree of ordering: Q (2) $ 0 when MT orientation is random and Q (2) $1 when MTs are almost aligned. The normalized eigenvector b U associated with the eigenvalue Q (2) characterizes the global orientation of the MT array. Its direction is perpendicular to the plane in which on average the MTs are pointing, i.e., if the MTs form a dense band around the ''equator'' of a cell, b U will point to one of the ''poles.'' In all simulation images, b U is represented by a dot marking the end point of the vector ( Figure 2C ).
Shape and Edge-Catastrophe Can Explain Early Embryo Cell Division Patterns in an Auxin Response Mutant
We performed z1,000 stochastically independent simulations of MT dynamics per cell on cell surfaces extracted from WT embryos from 1-to 8-cell stage, ensuring throughout that a steady state was reached. The resulting CMAs displayed a diverse, but not randomly distributed, orientation ( Figure 2E ; quantification in Figure 7A ). Thus, cell shape significantly impacted but could not uniquely specify the orientation of the CMAs on a given cell template. It has been reported that cell edges may hinder the propagation of MTs in plant cells depending on their degree of curvature [17] . We were curious whether this reported property of MT behavior could further reduce the diversity of CMA orientations in our simulations. We implemented a local enhanced catastrophe in those cell edges that have high curvature. In the various WT cells, this implementation robustly reduced the possible CMA orientations to a single sharply defined cluster for each cell stage ( Figure 2F) . However, the resultant inferred division patterns were non-WT and instead appeared to match those of the auxin-insensitive embryos ectopically expressing bdl protein (RPS5A>>bdl) [1] . Moreover, the simulations predicted a preference for slightly oblique division at the 4-cell stage in auxininsensitive embryos, hitherto not described. We experimentally verified this preference of oblique division for 4-to 8-cell stage transition in RPS5A>>bdl embryos as well as their aberrant divisions in 8-to 16-cell stage transition [1] (Figure S2 ). Note that, at the 1-to 2-cell transition, all simulations yielded horizontal divisions, whereas only 18% of the original bdl mutant (non-overexpressed) divides in this direction [40] . To exclude that the mapping to bdl division patterns was a coincidental effect of using WT cell templates, we extracted cell templates from 4-to 16-cell stages RPS5A>>bdl embryos, reconstructed progenitor 2-to 8-cell stage cell surfaces by merging corresponding daughter cell pairs, and ran simulations on these reconstructed ''mother cells'' ( Figure 3A) . The steady-state CMA orientation in all these simulations correctly predicted the division plane, confirming that shape effects and edge-catastrophe were sufficient to explain bdl divisions between 2-and 16-cell stages (Figure 3B) . For a quantification of the predicted division plane angles with respect to the basal plane compared to experimentally measured values, see Figure 7B .
Face Stability and Edge-Catastrophe Reduction Explain WT Early Embryo Cell Division Patterns
The highly characteristic WT division pattern at the 8-to 16-cell stage transition that separates inner and outer cell layers did not follow the rules based on cell shape and edge-catastrophe only. To search for an additional rule that might explain the WT division pattern, we first focused on the divisions between 2-and 16-cell stages, which were correctly predicted in bdl mutant cells. We asked whether the observed defects with respect to WT were associated with aberrant CMA formation. In RPS5A>bdl embryos, the cytosolic (non-polymerized) TUA6:GFP fraction was significantly higher, suggesting that MTs were more often depolymerized compared to WT. This indicates that reduced auxin signaling affects MT polymerization or stability in embryo cells ( Figure S1D ). We implemented this observation in our simulations by allowing auxin-dependent, cell-face-specific changes in the G parameter, leading to locally (E and F) Simulated orientation of MT array on 1-to 8-cell stage WT cell templates: (E) default cell shapes, which showed a diverse, but not randomly distributed, MT array orientation, and (F) with edge-catastrophe in MT dynamics, which showed one unique cluster of MT array orientation in each cell stage. Simulations were performed for z1,000 independent configurations of stochastic MT dynamics. The arrow vectors represent mean orientation of the associated MT array. See also Figure S3 . enhanced average MT stability ( Figure S3 ). The resulting simulations therefore implemented, next to the basic rules for MT dynamics, effects of two biological control parameters: auxinregulated face stability ( Figure 4A ) and edge-catastrophe. We investigated multiple combinations of the strength of these two effects yielding different behavioral regimes. A complete match with WT division patterns ( Figure 4B ; quantification in Figures 7C and S4 ) was obtained by simulating MT dynamics on ''original'' or ''reconstructed mother'' 2-to 8-cell stage cell templates under the following adaptations of our initial rules: (1) enhanced cell face stability that is strongest in recent division faces and (2) reduced edge-catastrophe (for simulation parameters, see Figure S3 ). These specific rules conceivably result from concrete molecular processes. First, auxin-mediated enhanced face stability could be transiently established at each new division site. Second, edge-catastrophe could be reduced, for example, by the activity of proteins that stabilize bending MTs [17] .
As an initial test of the requirement of edge-catastrophe reduction for obtaining correctly oriented CMAs between 2-and 16-cell stages in WT, we analyzed embryos homozygous for two different mutations in the CLASP gene, reported to influence MT edge-catastrophe [17] . To support our assumption that edge-catastrophe is regulated in WT embryos by CLASP, its mutations should affect division plane orientation in a manner predicted by our simulations. Indeed, in both mutant alleles, division orientations were severely skewed compared to WT ( Figure 5A for 4-to 8-cell stage; Figure S5 for all 1-to 16-cell stage). To test whether we could correctly predict division planes in clasp mutant embryos, we first focused on the resulting sister cells of 4-to 8-cell stage transition in the clasp mutant to reconstruct mother cell and then simulated CMA orientation on the resulting cell shape. We used WT settings for auxin-mediated face stability, assumed to be unaffected, but introduced increased edge-catastrophes to simulate loss of CLASP. Under these conditions, the observed CMA orientations indeed robustly predicted the observed division planes in the clasp mutant ( Figure 5B ; quantification in Figure 7D ). In conclusion, the model assumptions that result in WT division pattern also yield, mutatis mutandis, the aberrant division pattern of clasp at the critical 4-and 8-cell stage transition.
Tuning of Face Stability and Edge-Catastrophe Allows Prediction of All Early Embryo Cell Division Patterns
Our model so far predicted correct WT division patterns between the 2-and 16-cell stage when both auxin-mediated face stability and CLASP-mediated edge-catastrophe reduction are implemented. This same implementation of the model also correctly predicted the vertical orientation of the cell division plane at the 1-to 2-cell transition, although, due to the high degree of cylindrical symmetry, it does so without fixing its angle around the symmetry axis of the embryo ( Figure S6A for WT cell template and Figure S6B for clasp cell template). Notably, even in the presence of edge-catastrophe (simulated as the clasp mutant), the correct vertical orientation is maintained (Figure 6A for WT cell template and Figure 6B for clasp cell template). Moreover, with moderate edge-catastrophe, the division axis was constrained to a single specific direction, reminiscent of the true WT situation. This led us to hypothesize that CLASP is less active at the 1-cell stage than at later stages. Strikingly, when we implemented this stage-specific reduced CLASP activity without the auxin-mediated face stability rule (i.e., simulating a bdl mutant under this new condition), we obtained a proportion of horizontal and vertical divisions that closely matched the 18% horizontal divisions observed in the original bdl mutant (Figure 6C ). In conclusion, auxin-mediated face stability from the 1-cell stage onward and CLASP-mediated edge-catastrophe reduction from the 2-cell stage onward can robustly and consistently recapitulate cell division orientations between the 1-and 16-cell stage in WT and bdl embryos and between the 1-and 8-cell stage in clasp embryos.
It is important to note that our quantification of the observed variation in the simulated CMA orientation (Figure 7) confirms the experimentally observed variation in division plane orientation in other cell types where PPB formation had been disturbed using trm678 mutant, i.e., in epidermis, cortex, and endodermis [15] . Finally, we noted that, under these rules, only a fraction of division predictions for the 8-to 16-cell transition of clasp mutants was correct. To assess this discrepancy, we looked at the growth rates of cells at this stage, inferred from the calculated cell volume increases between cell stages ( Figures S6D  and S6E ). We observed that the correctness of prediction negatively correlated with the growth rates of cell volume. When, instead of using a re-created mother cell of the 4-cell stage embryo (by merging the corresponding daughter cell pair from 8-cell stage and hence after growth), we simulated MT dynamics on a true single cell of the 4-cell stage (hence, before growth), the prediction of cell division plane orientation correlated better with the experimentally observed ones ( Figure S6C ). This result indicated that, in clasp mutants, post-division cell growth skews our division orientation predictions. Therefore, tissue growth rates define an upper bound, above which the rules here described cannot be directly validated based on post-division cell shapes in the absence of additional growth data. This leaves open the interesting question whether mechanisms that influence MT stability depending on direction of growth-induced mechanical stress may become dominant factors in CMA orientation [41] .
DISCUSSION
Here, we used a modeling framework on actual cell surface shapes and combined this with high-resolution imaging of both cell outline and MTs to derive a plausible model that recovers the orientation of formative cell divisions in the Arabidopsis embryo from first principles on a molecular basis. When comparing predictions of division plane orientation based on basic MT-MT interaction rules and edge-catastrophe with the predictions of the heuristic geometrical rules, it is striking that our minimal set of rules that couple intrinsic MT dynamics to the local and global geometry of the cell are by themselves already sufficient to correctly predict divisions in auxin-insensitive bdl cells (Figure S7) . The difference between bdl and WT division patterns indicates that, in addition, auxin-mediated regulation is crucial to establish the WT division pattern in Arabidopsis embryos. In order to explain the orientation of cell division up to the 16-cell stage of WT, we parsimoniously implemented, besides the basic MT dynamics, two other factors influencing MT stability that are under biological control.
The first biological control mechanism is an auxin-dependent face stability rule, derived from our observed MT patterns on bdl mutant cells. The assumption that transient cortical MT stability is most strongly associated with new cell walls is not without precedence. Several observations indicate that peripheral marks instrumental for cell division orientation can transiently accumulate at specific cell faces in different organisms. In plants, Arabidopsis BASL marks are positioned away from the previous division wall [42] . In yeast, Bud8p and Bud9p proteins mark opposite division sites during bipolar budding [43] . In order to assess to what extent this hypothesis leads to a robust mechanism, we have performed an extensive, and computationally intensive, parameter analysis (see Figure S3B ). This revealed that the transient stability mechanism yields consistently correct predictions over an appreciable range of parameter values.
The second biological control mechanism is a CLASPdependent edge-catastrophe reduction rule, based on published analyses of MTs at cell edges [17] and our own analysis of division planes in clasp mutant embryos. CLASP-like proteins in mammalian cells provide resistance to MTs under traction [44] , and it is therefore conceivable that plant CLASPs in similar ways stabilize MT under torsion. Our parameter analysis ( Figure S3A) indicates that, in contrast to the auxin-based mechanism, the activity of CLASP must be tightly regulated in order to achieve the correct divisions. It will therefore be interesting to investigate whether mutations in transcription factors that specifically change early embryo division patterns, such as BDL [1] and WOX2 [45] , can be explained by their transcriptional control of MT regulators.
Our results clearly only provide evidence for sufficiency of the proposed rules and, hence, at most arguments for their plausibility. However, the fact that we were able to obtain these results without invoking other likely mechanisms, such as the role of Cell faces are classified in two types: inner faces (flat faces) and outer face (curved face). The basal face is bordered in dashed line, as this face will serve the reference for quantifying the division orientation. Different orientations are classified in four categories: (1) vertical-a plane perpendicular to the basal face and intersects the outer curved face; (2) layer-a plane perpendicular to the basal face but does not intersect the outer curved face; (3) horizontal-a plane parallel to the basal face and intersects the outer curved face; and (4) tilteda plane other than the horizontal, vertical, and layer. Orientations were measured as the angle between the normal to the basal face (black dashed arrow) and the normal to the division plane for experimental case or MT-array order parameter vector for simulation case (solid magenta arrow). the direction of maximal wall stress in orienting the CMA, at the very least raises an interesting question. This holds in particular in view of the bdl mutant results, which required the minimal number of additional assumptions over and above the bare MT collision mechanism to recapitulate all successive division plane orientation decisions up to the 16-cell stage. If stress-dependent CMA orientation is indeed the dominant mechanism at this stage, why does the autonomous mechanism proposed here, which only requires the basic features of entrainment of MTs to the cell membrane and their usual (de)polymerization behavior to be operative, lead to essentially the same results? In our view, our findings suggest that the two mechanisms may well turn out to be synergistic. It is therefore interesting to see whether the stress-related mechanism can help in explaining the apparently systematic disagreement between predicted division plane angle and the experimentally observed one for the specific case of the 4-cell stage tilted divisions (see Figure 7) .
In rapidly growing tissues, the sensitivity of katanin-mediated MT severing to tensile stress has been proposed as an additional array-orienting mechanism [46, 47] . This may explain the preferred orientation of cell division planes transverse to the main direction of growth in meristems, and potentially in later stage embryos, where most divisions are also oriented orthogonal to the main growth axes. It is a striking observation that our minimal model appears to be no longer sufficient exactly for the fastest growing cells, i.e., the 8-to 16-cell stage in the clasp mutant. Although explicit molecular hypotheses explaining katanin-mediated effects on array orientation have yet to be formulated, the local modulation of severing activity can be readily implemented within our framework [35] .
Finally, it should be noted that our model is cell autonomous and does not incorporate any explicit feedback control. It essentially implements an open-ended sequence; mother cell shape dictates CMA orientation, which determines division plane orientation, which determines daughter cell shape. However, there is evidence that MT ordering contributes, through its relation with the cell wall synthesis machinery, to the anisotropy of plant cell growth [47, 48] . This suggests that a coupling of shape-dependent and tension-dependent MT organization to cell growth may create both intracellular and multicellular pathways for feedback, with changes in cell shape feeding back on the MT localization process.
In summary, our work provides a plausible theoretical framework for fundamental understanding of formative cell divisions in plants, which are not restricted to embryogenesis but continuously occur in stem cell niches where tissue growth is reduced compared to surrounding zones (e.g., [2] ). Live-cell imaging methods for Arabidopsis embryogenesis have recently been established [49, 50] . Our model makes clear predictions on the key effects of auxin signaling and CLASP protein in specific cell faces and edges of the embryo and by extension other slow-growing cells, such as those in stem cells niches. It will now be a challenge to further develop high-resolution live imaging of the CMA in these cells in order to test the proposed molecular control mechanisms.
We envision that a combination of the basic rules of CMA organization presented here, supplemented by moderating rules involving the mechanics of wall tension and growth, may ultimately provide a complete picture of cell division control in plants and potentially the means to modify these divisions for agricultural purposes.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
